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Abstract

In this paper it is analyzed which perceptual dimensions are ex-
istent for speech that is transmitted over wideband telephone
connections. Therefore, two auditory experiments with sub-
sequent multidimensional analyses (multidimensional scaling
and semantic differential) were carried out with a diverse set
of mixed narrowband and wideband conditions. This revealed
a mapping of the perceptual space with a dimensionality of
four. The identified dimensions were labeled “continuity”, “dis-
tance”, “lisping”, and “noisiness”. By mapping those dimen-
sions onto overall listening quality scores in a linear way, state-
ments regarding the importance of single dimensions could be
made for the given context. It turned out that “continuity” is the
main contributor for overall listening quality.

1. Introduction
The trend towards speech transmission over packet-based net-
works leads to a new level of quality experienced by the user [1].
The universal technique of the underlying packetization of any
media content imaginable, and thus also speech, permits the dis-
engagement of physical restrictions given by traditional public-
switched networks, or mobile networks of the second genera-
tion. In particular, the constraint of audio-band limitation can
be abandoned. Hence, the former limitation of 300-3400 Hz is
replaced by a wider band, e.g. 50-7000 Hz.

Although the speech quality is improved by wideband
transmission at first glance, there are several elements of the
transmission chain mouth-to-ear that potentionally degrade the
overall quality. The impact of these elements on narrowband
speech quality has been investigated thoroughly in the past (cf.,
e.g., [1][2]). But since both the wideband transmission itself
and degradations of wideband-transmitted speech may lead to
an unconventional quality experience for the user, aspects influ-
encing the speech quality have to be reconsidered for the wide-
band case.

Ambient noise, e.g., which is transmitted through the wider
band, may be perceived as more annoying in comparison to nar-
rowband noise. The auditive effects of signal processing units
such as noise suppressors, echo cancelers or packet loss con-
cealment (PLC) algorithms may be perceived differently in the
wideband case. If packet-based networks are interconnected
with narrowband public-switched networks, effects like circuit
noise, codec tandeming, or additional echo effects emerge. In
this common scenario, wideband transmission is even entirely
impossible. However, the signal at the receiver’s side may arti-
ficially be regenerated by bandwidth enhancement techniques.
Furthermore, considering the user device, most terminals inad-
equately transmit a wider frequency range due to physical re-
strictions.

In order to ensure a certain quality of the voice-service,
overall quality predictions are adjuvant for network providers
in both the planning phase and in-service of a network. For
this reason, parameter-based [3] and signal-based [4] measures
for narrowband speech have been established. Such instrumen-
tal measures aim at predicting the judgments that would have
been made by participants in auditory tests. The measures pro-
vide satisfying results for channels they have been designed for.
Recently, efforts have been made to adapt these measures to
wideband speech [5]. However, the latter suffer from certain
inconsistencies to results gained from auditory experiments [6].

A more general approach to quality prediction constitutes
a perceptually motivated measure, based on quality-relevant di-
mensions [7]. These dimensions reflect the perceptually rele-
vant characteristics of the speech signal that a user takes into ac-
count when judging the overall quality. The knowledge of wide-
band dimensions in telephony is particularly interesting since up
to now, no investigations known to the authors have been made
in this direction. The dimensions allow to diagnose the overall
quality judgments, i.e., to reveal the reasons of the judgments.
Two speech samples, e.g., that yield the same overall quality
judgment may show different perceptual characteristics. By es-
timating the dimensions on the basis of the physical signal and
by applying an appropriate mapping function, overall quality
can be predicted. Since the mapping function can be adjusted
in order to incorporate new effects, the approach is promising to
be valid also for future technologies, assuming that the dimen-
sions remain the same.

The present paper addresses the fundamentals necessary
in order to develop an instrumental model for wideband-
transmitted speech based on perceptual dimensions, namely the
identification of the respective dimensions. This is done by
two independent auditory experiments with subsequent multi-
dimensional analyses, which then provide an approximation of
the actual perceptual space. The two experiments follow differ-
ent paradigms: Multidimensional scaling (MDS) and semantic
differential (SD). Both methods as well as the analyses of the
experiments will be described in Section 3.

In order to ensure that all perceptually relevant dimensions
are captured, a comprehensive set of speech samples is re-
quired containing different effects likely to be encountered in
mixed narrowband/wideband networks: Different narrowband
and wideband codecs, bandpasses, circuit and ambient noise,
noise suppression, packet loss with PLC, and artificial band-
width enhancement. Technical details about the processing of
the speech samples are given in Section 2, together with a de-
scription of the test set-up common in both experiments.

In Section 4, it is assumed that overall listening quality can
be modeled in a linear way by means of the results of the de-
rived perceptual space. Therewith, the “importance” of distinct
dimensions in terms of overall quality can be quantified.
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Conclusions are drawn and an outlook towards further work
is given in Section 5.

2. Speech samples and experimental set-up
Two German sentences (one male and one female speaker),
taken from [8], were chosen as the source material. These are
the same sentences already used in [9], so that the perceptual
space for narrowband speech therein described can directly be
compared to the space derived in this paper.

The speech files were mainly processed by means of a
circuit simulation tool for both circuit-switched and packet-
switched networks (all noise sources were switched off in order
to avoid a predominant noise effect in the samples which poten-
tially could mask the other effects). By means of this simulation
tool, which was developed in [2] and extended in [1], a diverse
set of wideband (WB) speech samples could be produced. The
basis is constituted by “clean” samples which are only limited
regarding their audio bandwidth (50-7000 Hz). These samples
represent certainly the highest quality level possible within the
whole set. Further samples are generated including different
wideband codecs (e.g., Adaptive Multi-Rate Wideband, AMR-
WB) and a bandpass filter. To simulate a hands-free situation
on sender’s side, samples are re-recorded by means of a talk-
ing head-and-torso simulator and an ideal hands-free terminal
(HFT), introducing an additional acoustic path. Background
noise (so-called Hoth noise) is introduced in the same scenario,
and also a noise suppression procedure. Due to the simplic-
ity of the algorithm (spectral subtraction), so-called “musical
tones” are clearly noticeable in these samples. Since the simu-
lation tool is yet not capable to process wideband data over the
packet-switched part, the error insertion device of [10] is used in
order to introduce random frame erasures (assuming that an IP
packet contains only a single frame, frame loss rate then equals
the packet loss (PL) rate). Each packet contained a 20 ms frame
of the speech signal.

Apart from wideband speech samples, also narrowband
(NB) samples (300-3400 Hz), taken from [9], with diverse
kinds of degradations are included. This takes account of the
fact that for the time-being, both narrowband and wideband
speech is most likely to be encountered in real life. In addi-
tion, the bandwidth of one of the narrowband sample was artifi-
cially extended (artificial bandwidth enhancement, ABE). This
could be achieved by applying an algorithm that extrapolates
the frequency envelope towards higher frequencies by a LPC-
codebook approach [11].

Since the effort of the experiments increases rapidly with
the number of samples,I = 14 processing chains were chosen
as a compromise between variety of stimuli and effort. These
conditions are listed in Table 1.

The room in which the experiments were performed does
not exactly meet the requirements given in [12], but was con-
sidered as sufficient with regard to the noise level. For the tests,
a diffuse-field equalized STAX Lambda Pro headset was used.
The stimuli were presented diotically, the listening level was
fixed to 73 dB SPL. The participants were students from the lo-
cal university (aged between 18 and 34); each of them got paid.

3. Multidimensional analyses
In order to reveal a mapping of the perceptual space of the lis-
teners, two multidimensional analyses were carried out, follow-
ing different paradigms with distinct advantages. The methods
and experiments are described in this section, as well as statis-

Table 1:Processing chains

Abbreviation WB/NB Processing elements
CLEAN WB direct channel
G7221 WB G.722.1@24kbps
AMRWB WB AMR-WB@6.6kbps
G711 NB G.711
BP N NB G.711, 0.5-2 kHz bandpass
BP B WB 0.1-5 kHz bandpass
HFT NB NB HFT
HFT WB WB HFT
NC NB G.711, circuit noise
HFT WB N WB HFT, background noise
HFT WB NR WB HFT, noise suppression
PL20 NB NB G.729A, 20%PL
PL20 WB WB AMR-WB@23.05kbps, 20%PL
ABE WB G.711 codec, art. bandw. enh.

tical analyses of the experimental data and the resulting percep-
tual dimensions.

3.1. Multidimensional scaling

A multidimensional scaling experiment (MDS) [13] was per-
formed with 19 participants (9 f, 10 m). They were asked to
judge the (dis-)similarity of pairwise presented speech samples.
To this end, a scale labelled with “very similar” and “not sim-
ilar at all” at its extremities was used. The main idea of MDS
is the mapping of the dissimilarity to a metric distance, i.e., a
large distance between two points representing the speech sam-
ples corresponds to a high dissimilarity. This ultimately results
in an-dimensional configuration of points. BeingI the number
of processing chains, a total of2I(I − 1) pairs (two speakers)
had to be judged in four sessions by each participant. Before
each session, participants could get familiarized with the task
judging some training samples.

To take into account individual differences in judgments,
INDSCAL (INdividual Differences SCALing) was selected as
the calculation method. Here, it is assumed that there are simi-
lar inter-individual feature spaces, i.e. spaces with equal dimen-
sions but different individual weightings with regard to stimulus
differentiation. By means of an adequate weighting of the in-
dividual spaces, a so-called group-stimulus space is calculated.
For more details on the topic of MDS and the INDSCAL ap-
proach, see [13], for example.

The dimensionalityn is determined considering both statis-
tical goodness-of-fit parameters and the ability to interpret the
dimensions. Prominent parameters are the Stress (goodness-of-
fit between judgments and distances; the lower the stress, the
better) and the covered variance of the model,R2 (the higher
the covered variance, the better).

3.2. Semantic differential

The strength of MDS is that no specific cues about features of
the stimuli are given to test participants. Plus, judging the simi-
larity is a relatively simple task. However, due to the lack of
additional hints, the determination of the dimensionality and
the interpretation of the results is quite difficult for the exper-
imenter and can eventually be done only intuitively. Therefore,
a semantic differential experiment (SD) [14] was additionally
conducted in order to facilitate the interpretation.

The paradigm of SD is rather contrary to MDS since in SD,
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a predefined set of dimensions is given to the test participants in
terms of bipolar scales. The extemities of each scale are labeled
with pairs of opposite attributes, so-called antonyms, each de-
scribing a one-dimensional feature. The occurrence and inten-
sity of each feature within a given stimulus have to be judged by
test participants in an absolute way (i.e., without a reference).
Each stimulus can thus be arranged in am-dimensional space,
wherem is the number of scales. With help of factor analy-
sis, the dimensionalitym can be reduced in order to reveal the
n < m latent perceptual dimensions, in form of orthogonal fac-
tors.

The main difficulty in SD, however, is the a-priori determi-
nation of the descriptive attributes. They should also capture
possibly the whole perceptual space, in a redundant manner. In
order to find adequate attributes, two extensive pre-tests were
conducted. In pre-test 1, as many descriptions as possible were
collected by 10 participants (5 f, 5 m) who already took part
in the MDS experiment and therefore were familiar with the
stimuli. The terms were supposed to be adjectives (e.g., “nat-
ural”), nouns (e.g., “naturalness”) or antonyms (e.g., “natural-
unnatural”) or - if none of these types of words were found -
another kind of description. The participants were also asked to
give a rating of the intensity of each term to ensure that partici-
pants include terms for subtle features as well.

This procedure resulted in 135 different descriptions (al-
together, 1073 terms were collected). The desciptions were
weighed by frequency of occurrence in both overall and in sin-
gle stimuli. The most frequently named terms were carefully
translated into antonym-pairs and presented to the participants
in the second pre-test.

The purpose of this test was to find a common agreement
by the participant group upon the antonyms individually found
and translated from pre-test 1. The task was to select those
antonyms for each stimulus that were regarded as perceptively
significant. Again, a weighting rule was applied and as a result,
a set of 28 antonym-pairs were finally selected for the actual SD
experiment:

Direct–indirect, hissing–not hissing, thin–thick, regular–
irregular, nasal–not nasal, rough–smooth, close–distant,
reverberant–dry, brassy–not brassy, clear–unclear, spatial–not
spatial, muffled–not muffled, chopped–not chopped, blurred–
not blurred, doubled–not doubled, bubbling–not bubbling,
crackling–not crackling, tight–wide, noisy–not noisy, husky–
not husky, metallic–not metallic, lisping–not lisping, clinking–
not clinking, crispant–fuzzy, warm–cold, ragged–not ragged,
creaking–not creaking, and rattling–not rattling (translations
from German wordings).

Two different groups of participants took part in the SD ex-
periment. Group 1, consisting of 9 students (5 f, 4 m), had also
joined the MDS experiment and the pre-tests. They can there-
fore be considered as experts in the sense that they were aware
of both the stimuli and commonly agreed upon the antonym-
pairs. Group 2, consisting of 19 students (8 f, 11 m), had not
taken part in any of the previous experiments, and were there-
fore näıve. Nevertheless, both groups took part in a preceding
training session, consisting of listening to all stimuli in a row,
and performing test judgments. In order to make the meanings
of the antonyms more clear, each of them was described by syn-
onyms.

Considering both speakers, a number of2 · 28I judgments
in two separate sessions have thus to be made per participant.
Two subjects did not appear to the respective second session,
so that judgments for one male speaker and one female speaker
were missing.

3.3. Pre-analyses of the MDS and SD data

There are some decisions to be made in order to subsume data
obtained from the SD experiment before the factor analysis can
be performed. An ANOVA for repeated measures with the three
within-subject factorsscale, speakerandprocessing chainand
the between-subject factorsubject-grouprevealed that the latter
is not statistically significant (F = 1.47, p = 0.24). Hence,
both groups are analyzed conjointly in the following. Fur-
ther, the within-subject factorspeakeris not significant either
(F = 0.46, p = 0.51). This justifies the calculation of the
mean values over both speakers. This is also supported by very
high correlations between extracted factors of different solu-
tions (i.e., single speaker vs. mean over speaker).

The data now consist of three modes, representable by a
three-way arraysubject×processing chain×scale. Ordinary
factor analysis, however, allows only two modes to be consid-
ered (namely cases and variables). Therefore, the authors de-
cided to calculate the arithmetic mean over thesubjectmode,
resulting in aprocessing chain×scalematrix. This is a pop-
ular approach when analyzing SD data. However, this is not
necessarily justified, since there might be individual differences
that are disregarded in doing so. These differences would per-
haps lead to a different, more fine-grained solution. Addition-
ally, they would give evidence how generalizable the results
are. Even though there are some examples of three-mode fac-
tor analysis of SD data in the literature, this approach is neither
widely spread nor trivial in both application and interpretation.
A re-analysis of the available data in a later publication, how-
ever, is reserved. In the present paper, the two-mode SD data
is reduced in dimensionality by principal component analysis
(PCA) and VARIMAX rotation.

Although an ANOVA for repeated measures reveals that the
within-subject factorspeakeris not relevant for the MDS data
(F = 1.48, p = 0.24), the resulting dimensions differ more
severely as compared to the factors of the SD data when using
the mean over both speakers. The reason might be that the IND-
SCAL procedure is quite sensitive even with respect to small
changes in the similarity data. Nevertheless, the interpretation
of both solutions (male and female speaker) is the same. In the
following, the MDS solution for the female speaker will be an-
alyzed exemplary.

In order to determine an appropriate dimensionalityn, sta-
tistical parameters of both the MDS and SD spaces are inves-
tigated. Starting with MDS, it is important to find an ade-
quate trade-off between goodness-of-fit and interpretability of
the resulting space. It turned out, regardless of the results
of the SD, that a 4-dimensional space is well interpretable,
whereas an explanation of a 5-dimensional solution is hardly
possible. Kruskal’s Stress–1 [13] of a 4-dimensional solution is
Stress = 0.19, the covered variance in this case isR2 = 75%.
So in terms of the goodness-of-fit measures, there would still be
some headroom left to increase the dimensionality.

The dimensionality ofn = 4 is also supported by inves-
tigating the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix calculated by
PCA of the SD data. Taking a fifth factor would result in a corre-
sponding eigenvalue< 1, meaning that this factor would cover
less variance of the data than a single scale (so-called Kaiser
criterion). The factors F1 to F4 of the VARIMAX-rotated 4-
dimensional space cover a variance of 33.1%, 21.8%, 21.2%,
and 17.2%, respectively.

After reducing the dimensionality by means of factor anal-
ysis, the scales (i.e., the attributes) are more or less highly cor-
related with the resulting factors (these correlations are called
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Figure 1: Mapping of the stimuli in the perceptual space, ob-
tained by MDS (female speaker).

factor loadings). Factor loadings that are higher than a value of
0.7 are discussed in the analysis of the next section. The value of
each stimulus on a common factor is calledfactor score. As in
MDS, the factor scores, representing the speech samples, can be
arranged in the space spanned by the orthogonal common fac-
tors. In order to compare the point-configurations of the speech
samples between the MDS and SD solution, Pearson’s correla-
tions between single axes can be calculated. This will be done
and discussed in the next section. (Note that the numbering of
the factors do not necessarily correspond to the numbering of
the dimensions in terms of interpretation.)

3.4. Resulting quality dimensions

In Figure 1, the configuration of points representing the stimuli
in the 4-dimensional space derived by MDS is depicted for the
female speaker in a simplified way.

The positive end of dimension 1 is made up by the noisiest
stimuli in the set, namely HFTWB N and NC. With decreas-
ing values of this dimension, the noise in the stimuli increases.

Compared with the SD solution, this dimension is highly and
significantly correlated (r = 0.83, p < 0.01) with F3, which
in turn shows high loadings of the attributesnoisy, blurred, and
hissing. This dimension can therefore clearly be labeled with
“noisiness”. Obviously, the HFT condition without background
noise in the wideband case (HFTWB) is perceived as slightly
more noisy than in the narrowband case. However, the rela-
tively poor noise suppression algorithm enhances the respective
speech sample sufficiently. Further, also the signal-correlated
noise inherent in G.711-coding plays a role in this dimension.

The most positive point in dimension 2 is the one repre-
senting the artificially bandwidth-enhanced stimulus, followed
by stimulus G711 and other narrowband stimuli of various dis-
tortions. All wideband stimuli are arranged more densely at the
negative end. The attributelispingshows the highest loading on
the correlated factor, followed byclinkingandrattling (correla-
tion between factor F4 and this dimensionr = 0.71, p < 0.01).
Roughly speaking, lisping is the disability to pronounce sibi-
lants properly, and instead replace them with interdentals. In
fact, the effect of lisping is most conspicuous for stimulus ABE.
Since sibilants usually exhibit considerable energy in higher fre-
quency regions, as compared to other speech sounds, this ef-
fect apparently originates from the imperfect enhancement of
the higher frequency band. The narrowband stimuli which lack
higher frequencies do not render sibilants properly as well, es-
pecially compared to wideband stimuli. Following this notion,
their location with regard to this dimension can then be ex-
plained well. The label “lisping” can thus be interpreted as an
anomaly or lack of high frequency components which are nec-
essary for rendering sibilants correctly.

One additional effect is striking with regard to this dimen-
sion: Since all wideband stimuli are arranged on the negative
end all narrowband stimuli (besides ABE) are arranged on the
positive end, this dimension roughly classifies “natural” wide-
band and narrowband stimuli. The artificial wideband stimulus
ABE belongs to the narrowband stimuli in this respect.

Stimuli showing time-varying behavior can clearly be dif-
ferentiated in the third dimension (negative end). In particu-
lar, both stimuli which are distorted by packet loss exhibit the
strongest effect in this sense. But also the “musical tones” pro-
duced by the simple noise suppression algorithm as applied to
HFT WB N has a considerable effect in a time-varying man-
ner. There is a high correlation of this dimension with F1
(r = 0.75, p < 0.01), which in turn is loaded bybubbling,
irregular, chopped, ragged, fuzzy, andunclear. Apparently, this
dimension reflects the “continuity” of the signal.

Except for HFTWB N, all stimuli processed with HFT can
be found at the positive end of dimension 4. These stimuli con-
tain the influence of the additional acoustical path from the arti-
ficial mouth of the head-and-torso simulator to the microphone
of the HFT. They therefore sound more indirect. This is re-
flected by a high loading of the attributeindirect on the cor-
responding factor F2 (correlation between dimension 4 and F2
r = 0.69, p < 0.01). Surprisingly, the attributespatial is neg-
atively correlated, meaning that participants judged the respec-
tive stimuli asnot spatial. This was not expected and is some-
what puzzling, since it was believed that, e.g., the reflections
of the room have an impact on this dimension (cf., [9]). Nev-
ertheless, the high loadings oftight, nasal, distant, thin, along
with the dominance of the heavily bandlimited stimulus BPN,
indicate that certainly the tightness, or the distance are of major
importance. Perhaps,not spatialwas interpreted by “far away”.
This dimension can then be labeled with the term “distance”.

In the narrowband-only case [9], a comparable dimension
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was labeled with “directness/frequency content”. In the mixed
narrowband/wideband case presented here, a labeling with “fre-
quency content” is not justified anymore, since both the pos-
itive and negative part of this dimensions can potentially oc-
cupied by both narrowband and wideband stimuli. A narrow-
band/wideband classification is rather reflected by dimension 2.

Finally, Figure 1 shows that with respect to all dimensions,
the stimuli CLEAN, G7221, AMRWB, and BPB constitute
a cluster. Apparently, neither those codecs nor the relatively
weak bandwidth limitation of BPB are distinguishable within
the perceptual space.

As mentioned before, the solution of the male speaker is
similar, though not identical to the one of the female speaker.
However, the interpretation, i.e., the labeling of the dimensions,
is the same.

4. Modeling of overall listening quality
In a further experiment, the overall quality of each speech sam-
ple was rated by those participants who already took part in the
MDS experiment. Since this test took place prior to the MDS
experiment, all participants were still unbiased at this point in
time. In order to meet requirements given by [12], two addi-
tional speakers were considered in this test. Via multivariate
linear regression, the dimension scores derived by MDS were
mapped onto the mean overall quality scores (mean opinion
scores, MOS), following the equation

MOS = const.+
n∑

i=1

bi · dimi , (1)

wheredimi are the coordinates of a speech sample in the
space,bi are weighting factors, andn is the dimensionality with
n = 4. Since an ANOVA of the MOS data exhibits a strong
speaker dependency, the MDS solution of the female speaker is
mapped onto the MOS scores of the same speaker here.

The model covers a variance of aboutR2 = 75%. The
magnitudes of the coefficientsbi indicate the importance of the
respective dimension with regard to overall quality, showing
that the dimension “continuity” is apparently of major impor-
tance in this context (b3 = 0.78). This is also somehow re-
flected by the high value of the covered variance of F1 (see
Subsection 3.3). “Noisiness” exhibits a weighting coefficient
of b1 = −0.13 and seems to be of minor importance. Interest-
ingly, neither of both frequency-related dimensions “distance”
(b4 = −0.30) and “lisping” (b2 = −0.14) are considerably
important. The introduction of wideband speech alone is ob-
viously not necessarily enough in order to provide satisfying
mouth-to-ear speech quality. It is more important to consider
the additional degradations which this may have as a conse-
quence.

The weighting coefficients change if, e.g., the solution of
the factor scores of the SD solution are taken as the predict-
ing variables. However, continuity remains the most important
dimension.

5. Conclusions and outlook
Two different auditory experiments with subsequent multi-
dimensional analyses were carried out in order to reveal a
mapping of the perceptual space in the context of wideband-
transmitted speech (50-7000 Hz). Both experiments resulted in
mappings that highly resemble each other. By investigating sev-
eral goodness-of-fit measures and comparing the results of both

experiments, it turned out that a dimensionality ofn = 4 seems
to be stable in terms of interpretability. By modeling overall
listening quality from those dimensions, statements regarding
the importance of each dimension in the given context could
be made. The following dimensions could be identified (in the
order of their importance for overall listening quality):

• Continuity,

• distance,

• lisping, and

• noisiness.

The results are comparable to findings given in [9], where
a three-dimensional space was derived for narrowband-only
speech (300-3400 Hz). Here, however, the space is extendend
by a further dimension which can be labeled with “lisping”. It is
assumed that this dimension reflects effects that are physically
located in the higher frequency range. This could be the reason
why this dimension is hidden or not existent at all in the pure
narrowband case.

Although differences in the individual judgments were
taken into account in the MDS analysis, this was not the case for
the factor analysis of the SD data, due to practical reasons. This
may have ruled out some subtle information, and perhaps even a
further dimension. Goodness-of-fit parameters would also jus-
tify a higher dimensionality for the MDS, so that a further di-
mension could be latent in the similarity data. This, in turn,
should be supported by the SD in order to interpret the space
properly. Therefore, so-called three-way factor re-analysis of
the SD data should be carried out in the future. This would
probably not change the strong main dimensions, but may re-
veal an additional, more subtle dimension.

The fact that “continuity” is a main contributor for overall
quality in the wideband case gives evidence that the transition
from narrowband to wideband is not necessarily enough in or-
der to provide a better quality for telephony. Rather, the whole
transmission chain from the mouth of the speaker to the ear of
the listener should be regarded to take into account all poten-
tially quality-affecting elements. Here, the different codecs or
weak band-limitations were found to be of minor impact, since
they represent only a small region in the perceptual space.

In order to develop a valid model for predicting overall
quality (which does not necessarily have to be linear), the re-
lation between the dimensions and overall quality have to be
analyzed more thoroughly. In a first step, this could be done by
increasing the resolution of single dimensions by investigating
them separately. For this reason, also different speaker/sentence
combinations should be taken into account.

The ultimate aim is the development of an instrumental
measure that is based on perceptual dimensions. In the process
of finding physical correlates of the dimensions, the obtained re-
sults should provide an adequate means. It is assumed that this
process is facilitated by the fact that approaches for measuring
similar dimensions for narrowband speech are currently being
developed [15], and can be extended towards the measurement
of wideband dimensions.
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